UPSC
Good Opportunity for Civil Service aspirants

THREE DAY’S WORKSHOP ON “Sociology”
(UPSC Main Exam.-2010) BY
Dr. R. N. Sharma,
TATA INSTITUTE OF SOCIAL SCIENCE, MUMBAI
AT
YASHADA, PUNE

Guest Speaker: Dr. R.N. Sharma, Mumbai
Dept. of developmental Studies,
TATA INSTITUTE OF SOCIAL SCIENCE, MUMBAI

❖ Duration: Three Day’s Workshop

❖ Days: 31st July 2010 to 2nd Aug. 2010

❖ Venue: Class Room No.-4,YASHADA
Rajbhavan Complex, Baner Road,Pune-7

❖ Fees: Rs.250/- per student,
Per workshop ( Three days)

For details, Contact: ACEC Office YASHADA
Ph. 020-25608202/203 Or
Visit: www.yashada.org/acec

➢ Interested students WHO HAVE APPEARED FOR PRELIMS EXAM.-2010 CAN.
ONLY ENROLL THEIR NAMES in the ACEC Office from today onwards. (Limited
Seats)

➢ SUCH CANDIDATES WILL HAVE TO SUBMIT THE PHOTOCOPY OF THE
HALL TICKET (PRELIMS-2010). OTHERWISE, NO PERMISSION FOR
ATTENDING WORKSHOP WILL BE GIVEN.

➢ SEPARATE CHARGES WILL HAVE TO PAY BY CANDIDATE FOR TEA/ COFFEE, LUNCH.

Sd/-
Director, [ACEC-YASHADA]